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ABSTRACT 
The linear action of SLfn, Z+) induces lattice partitions on the (n - 1)-dimensional simplex An-b  
The notion of Farev partition raises naturally from a matricial interpretation of the arithmetical Farey 
sequence of  order r. Such sequence is unique and, consequently, the Fareypartition of  order r on Al 
is unique. In higher dimension o generalized Farey partition is unique. Nevertheless in dimension 3
the number of triangles in the various generalized Farey partitions is always the same which fails to be 
true in dimension > 3. Concerning Diophantine approximations, it turns out that the vertices of an 
n-dimensional Farey partition of order r are the radial projections of the lattice points in Zn~ N [0, r] n 
whose coordinates are relatively prime. Moreover, we obtain sequences of multidimensional Farey 
partitions which converge pointwisely. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Farey or intermediate fractions are our motivation. We introduce the notion 
of  matricial Farey tree, where matrices of  the unimodular group replace the 
fractions. The matricial approach generalizes to higher dimension the so-called 
Farey sequence of order r (Hardy and Wright [6, p. 23]). 
For r 6 N = {1, 2 . . . .  }, the Farey sequence of order r is the ascending sequence 
of irreducible fractions between 0 and 1 whose denominators do not exceed r: p__o = 
qo 
opt  PA_--L 
T' ql ' ' ' ' '  qk --  1" 
Pl The sequence partitions the interval [0, 1] into closed intervals [q~, ~]  . . . . .  
[p~-l p~] For example, for r =5  the sequence is 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 3 4 1 q-T-T' ~- " T, g, ~, 5, 5, g' g, 5, ~, g, T 
E-mails: nogueira@iml.univ-mrs.fr (A. Nogueira) sevennec@umpa.ens-lyon.fr (B  Sevennec). 
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which defines the partition [o, 1], [½, 1], [¼, ½], [½, ~_], [~, l  1 :],[:, 
[2, ¼ ], [3, 4 ], [4, }]. The term partition is abusive, since two consecutive intervals 
have a common point. Throughout the paper, apartition of ~2 means a collection of 
subsets, ~2i, whose interiors are pairwise disjoint and 1.3i S2i = ~. 
The aim of our n-dimensional generalization is to derive partitions of the 
(n - 1)-dimensional simplex A~_l = {(Xl . . . . .  x~) e IR~_: xt +. . .  +xn = 1} defined 
by matrices of F, = SL(n, Z+), the monoid of n x n matrices with entries in 
Z+ = {0, 1 . . . .  } whose determinant equals 1. 
For n > 2, partitions of A,_I defined by 1~ are not necessarily pointwise 
convergent. The intersection of all subsimplexes containing a point does not neces- 
sarily reduce to the point. The Poincar6 algorithm is an example where pointwise 
convergence fails, see Poincar6 [18] and [12]. Sometimes this weak convergence 
holds only for almost every point. We exhibit partitions which converge verywhere. 
Usually in a partition, there is a huge distortion among the lengths of the sides of 
a subsimplex. We are able to control this distortion for certain partitions. We stress 
that, for n/> 3, Farey partitions are not achieved by multidimensional continued 
fractions (see Schweiger [22,23]). 
The matricial Farey sequence of order 2 will induce a partition on the simplex 
A1 which corresponds toextend the Farey sequence of order r to the interval R+ = 
[0, oo). The starting point is the identity matrix 1 0 (0 1)" We obtain, adding its first 
column to the second one, the elementary matrix E12 = (~ 1 ) and, adding its second 
column to the first one, the elementary matrix E21 = ( 1 0). By recurrence, for every 
m ~ N, there are 2" matrices on the ruth level of the tree. Let A = (a ~) be at the 
ruth level of the tree, adding its columns, two matrices are obtained on the (m + 1)st 
a a+b] and A E21 "a+bb d). The matricial Farey tree, denoted by level, AE12 = (c c dJ = tc d 
f2 ,  is the set of matrices obtained under this process. 
Let 9t n = [(pl . . . . .  pn) c Z~: pl . . . . .  p, are relatively prime}. We set 9tn(r) = 
9t" C) [0, r]" and vn(r) = 13ln(r)l, where If2l means the cardinality of the set f2. For 
completeness, we prove in Section 6 the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. The elements of Y =2 are pairwise distinct and consist of the entire 1" 2. 
Moreover, 
(i) all vector ( p ) E ~2 A N 2 which appears as column of a matrix of 2- 2, appears 
exactly twice at the same level; 
(ii) ACFz l  >A(~)Eg lzANZisa l - lmap.  
We define the norms II(aij)ll = maxaij, for every matrix (aij) E I'n, and IlXll = 
maxxi (i.e., the sup norm) and s(X) = xl + . . .  + xn (i.e., the gl norm), for every 
X = (X l  . . . . .  Xn) C ]I~. 
We call f2  = {A ~ 2-2: IIAII ~< r < IIAE1211 = [IAE2111} = {Al . . . . .  Ak} the 
matricial Farey sequence of order r which is ordered as follows: 
A1----(; r ) ( :  .... 
1 q l  ' \q i -1  qi  . . . . .  
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Pk A~=(:  01) -(pk-l\qk-1 qk)" 
For example, ~-52 contains 
(3 ~),(: ,4),(~4 :),(11 ;),(; :),(: x),(x 
(3 5 12),(12 ~)'(~ :)'(: :)'(: ~)'(~ 01)" 
The next lemma relates the sets f r  2 and 9t2(r). 
Lemma 1.2. The set 
{A(01):  Acf  2} =9t2(r) -{(1,0)} and 
{A (10): A c 2:'2} =~2(r ) -  {(0, 1)}. 
Moreover, 
k(r) = lY'rl = v2(r )  - 1 = 2 r2 + O(rlogr) = -~r 2 + O(rlogr), 
((2) 
where ((.) is the Riemann-zeta function. 
A proof of Lernma 1.2 can be found in [6, Theorem 331] and [13]. 
Definition 1.3. The Farey partition of order r is the partition of A 1 into closed 
segments given by ;Or = {A(R 2) A AI: A 6 ~Cr2}. 
For A = (~,}) c 2:2, A(R 2) N A1 is the closed segment whose endpoints are 
1 a+b (a, b) and ~ (c, d). Turning to Diophantine approximation, the sequence (79r)r 
satisfies the following: Let X E A1 and, for every r, let Jr(X) c 79r be a segment 
which contains X, then Ar Jr(X) = {X}. This pointwise property is called weak 
convergence. 
The definition o fU  2 can be extended to all dimension. In dimension 3, the Farey 
graph is denoted by jc3. The starting point is the identity matrix. The elementary 
matrices of SL(3, Z) are 
(i 1 i) (i°i) (i°i) Ele = 1 , E13 = 1 , Eel = 1 , 0 0 0 
(i°!) (i°i) (!°i) E23 = 1 , E31 = 1 , E32 = 1 . 0 0 1 
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By column addition, an A ~ b v3 generates six matrices AEI2, AEI3, AE21, AE23, 
AE31 and AE32. We call S 3 Farey graph since there are relations among its 
elements, in particular E12E23 = E13E23E12. In dimension ~> 3, the graph will 
not generate all matrices of F,,. In particular, 
(i '!) 20
and the even permutations of its columns or rows do not occur in ,~3. As in 
dimension 2, the definition of the Farey sequence of order r stands still: ~-r 3 = 
{A E 5c3: IIAII ~< r < IIAEI], V elementary matrix E}. We remark that [[AEij[[ = 
[[AEji I[, for all A E F3 and i ~ j.  
Although S 3 does not define a partition of A2, suitable subcollections of .7:r 3
define partitions of A2. As example, we give three subcollections of 5c~ which 
induce partitions on A2 
{EijEjk([O, 1] 3) A ZX2: {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}}, 
{A(]R3+) (q A2: A 6 {E12E13, E12E31E23 , E21E13, E23E31 , E32E21, E31E12}}, 
{A(]R3+) A A2: a 6 {EleE13, EIeE31E23, E21E32E13, E21E23, E3eE21, E31E12}}. 
Their pictures are in Figures 1 and 2, where every vertex V is being identified to its 
v radial projection on A2, s(V)" 
Definition 1.4. A partition 7 ~ of A 2 is a Fareypartition of order r, if there exists a 
subset P c 5 r3 such that 7 J = {A(R~_) A A2: A c P}. 
We notice that there is a 1-1 correspondence b tween P and 7) whose elements 
are triangles. 
Example of Farey partitions. There are seven Farey partitions of order 1 on A 2. 
Three of them are in Figures 1 and 2, the others are obtained by rotating clockwise 
(1,0,0) 
Figure 1. 
(o,o,1) 
(1,1,0) (0,1,0) 
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(1,0,0) (1,1,0) (0,1,0) (1,0,0) (1,1,0) (0,1,0) 
Figure 2. 
Figure 3. 
the two triangles in Figure 2 by the angles -~ and ~,  respectively, keeping the 
vertices fixed. They are presented in Figure 3. 
All seven Farey partitions of order 1 have the same vertices, the radial projec- 
tions on A2 of (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1). The- 
orem 1.5 assures that this is not a coincidence. Another remark is that in every 
triangle of a partition, there exists a coordinate 1 ~< i ~< 3 such that vi = 1 for every 
vertex (Vl, v2, v3) of the triangle. This assertion fails to be true in dimension /> 4. 
Partitions of/Xn_l induced by I'n have been used to define multidimensional con- 
tinuedfraction algorithms, although sometimes this fact is hidden, which we refer 
to Poincar6 [18], Brentjes [3], Schweiger [22,23], Rauzy [19], Veech [24], Arnoux 
and Nogueira [1], Baladi and Nogueira [2], Nogueira [12,14]. Roughly speaking the 
idea is to consider a collection of suitable partitions which allows to define a map 
on 2Xn-1 or on finitely many copies of it. The algorithms motivate an alternative 
approach to study ergodic properties of the linear action of the group SL(n, Z) 
(see [ 13,15,16]). Section 5 is devoted to multidimensional continued fractions. 
The notion of n-dimensional Farey partition is defined in Section 2, where we 
establish that these partitions detect all vectors in 9t n (r). 
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Theorem 1.5. Let 7 ~ be an n-dimensional Farey partition of order r, then the set 
V . of all vertices of 7 ~ equals {s-TVS" V ~ ~(r )} .  
Theorem 1.5 yields that all tridimensional Farey partitions of order r have the 
same number of triangles. 
Theorem 1.6. Let t(r) be the number of triangles in a tridimensional Farey 
partition of order r, then t(r) = 2v3(r) - 3w(r) + 1 and l imr~ t(r) 2 
- r 3 - -  ~ ' (3 ) '  
The proof is left to Section 2 where we also show that in dimension > 3 there 
is no result analogue to Theorem 1.6. Section 3 is concerned with Diophantine 
approximations. We introduce the notion of sequence of n-dimensional Farey 
partitions (7~r)r, where 7~r+l refines 7~r, and prove there 
Theorem 1.7. Every sequence of tridimensional Farey partitions converges point- 
wisely. 
In Section 4 we construct a sequence (Qr)r of n-dimensional partitions uch that 
the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 1.8. Let X E A~-I and ~2r(X) be a simplex of Qr containing X, for 
every r, then Nr ~r(X) ---- {X}. 
The pertinence of Theorem 1.7 is emphasized in Section 5. There we present a
sequence of partitions, (7~r)r, of A2, defined by matrices of I'3 such that the set of 
V . vertices of (_Jr 7~r is { ~-V~5- V ~ ~3} and 7~r+l refines 7~r, for all r. Let X ~ A 2 and 
~2r(X) ~ 7~r be the sequence of subsimplexes containing X. Nevertheless, by [12] 
for Lebesgue almost every X ~ A2, 
diameter N ~2r(X)) r >0.  
There is an extensive literature on Farey fractions. For a historical account and 
survey on the subject, we refer to Bruckheimer and Arcavi [4] and Lagarias and 
Yresser [9]. 
2. MULT ID IMENSIONAL FAREY PART IT IONS 
Let (Vii... [Vn) denote the n x n matrix whose ith column is the vector V/, 1 ~< 
i ~< n. The identity matrix writes (el l . . .  le,), where el . . . . .  e~ is the canonical basis 
of ~". For 1 ~ i, j ~ n, i ¢ j ,  let Vj = ej + ei, and otherwise Vk = ek, we call 
E i j  : (V1] . . .  [Vn) 
an elementary matrix of SL (n, Z). As before, the Farey graph f-n has the identity 
matrix as starting point and every vertex A c 5 r" generates n(n - 1) vertices AEij, 
where i ¢ j .  
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Let ~ = {A • f 'n:  IIAII ~ r < IIAEII,V elementary matrix E} be the n- 
dimensional  Farey sequence o f  order r which will be used to define Farey partitions. 
Definit ion 2.1. Let P c Ur ~ and 79 = {A(~_)  A An_l: A • P}. If79 is a partition 
of  An- l ,  we call it a Fareypart i t ion o f  order r. 
An element of  79 is a subsimplex of  An_  1 . Farey partitions of  order r have the 
following property: Let 79 and 79' be Farey partitions of  order r, if 79 refines 79', 
then 79 = P ' .  
Proof  of  Theorem 1.5. It suffices to prove that the radial projection on An_  1 
of  every point of  ~tn(r) is a vertex of  a simplex of  79. Let V • 9tn(r) and 
(Vl l . . .  [Vn) be a matrix which defines a simplex of  79 containing v s-W~. We 
assume that the columns V1 . . . . .  Vn are ordered such that det (V lV2 l . . . lVn) ,  
det(V1]VlV3]. . .  IVy) . . . . .  det(Vll ... ]Vn-llV) ~> 0. There exist Xl . . . . .  Xn • IR such 
that, as a vector, V = xlV1 + . . .  +x~Vn,  in fact xl = det (V IV2 l . . . IVn) ,  x2 = 
det( Vl l V l V3 l . . . I Vn ) . . . . .  Xn = det(Vll . . .  IVn-IIV), implying that x l , . . . ,  Xn • Zq-.  
Since V • ~t" (r), we have gcd(xl . . . . .  Xn) = 1. 
We define an extension of  the additive Euclidean algorithm on Z~_, for X = 
(Xl . . . . .  x,) • Z~_ with at least two nonzero coordinates, 
F(X)  = -1 Eio Jo X,  
where Z(X)  = {i: X i > 0}, i0 = min{i • Z(X): X i ~ Xk,  for allk • Z(X)} and j0 = 
max{j • Z(X): x j  >~ xk, for all k • Z(X)}. 
An arithmetical property of  F is in order. Let V = (Xl . . . . .  Xn) • Z~+, V ¢ 0 and 
d be the greatest common divisor of  Xl . . . . .  Xn, then there exists m ~> 1 such that 
Fro(V) • {de1 . . . . .  den}. 
This property means that, if (Xl . . . . .  xn) ~ {el . . . . .  en}, there exists a nontrivial 
partition of  the triangle defined by the matrix (Vi i . . .  I Vn) having v sTY5 as a vertex. 
Since 7 9 is an n-dimensional Farey partition of  order r, at least one coordinate of  V 
is strictly larger than r which contradicts the fact that V • 9t"(r). We conclude that 
the radial projection of  all point of  91 n (r) on An_l appears as a vertex of  79. [] 
Now we use Theorem 1.5 to prove Theorem 1.6. 
Proof  of  Theorem 1.6. Let 79 be a tridimensional Farey partition of  order r. Let v, 
s and t be, respectively, the numbers o f  vertices, sides and triangles appearing in 79. 
As our partition is a triangulation, according to the Euler characteristic formula, the 
following identity holds 
v-s+t=l .  
Let  s 1 be the number o f  sides belonging to only one triangle and s2 the number of  
those belonging to two triangles, then s = Sl + s2. The sides belonging to only one 
triangle are those lying on the border of  the simplex A2. Their endpoints are radial 
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projections on A 2 of  points of  the form (p, q, 0), (p, O, q), (0, p, q) c ,¢~3(r), and 
they amount o sl = 3(vz(r) - 1), since (p, q) 6 ~t2(r). On the other hand, there is 
a geometric relation among the quantities , t and v2 (r): 
3t = 2s2 +Sl  = 2(s -  Sl) +Sl  = 2s - 3(v2(r) - 1). 
We conclude 3t = 2(v + t - 1) - 3(v2(r) - 1), so t = 2v - 3v2(r) + 1. By 
Theorem 1.5, we have v = v3(r), therefore the number of  triangles in a Farey 
partition of  order r is always the same. We deduce t(r) = 2v3(r) - 3vz(r) -+- 1. [] 
Next we show that in dimension > 3 there is no result analogue to Theorem 1.6. 
It suffices to give two examples of  4-dimensional Farey partition of  order 1 with 
different numbers of  tetrahedrons. In F4, there are 12 elementary matrices Eij, 
where 1 ~< i, j ~< 4 and i ~ j .  Let 
P =- {EijEjkEkl: {i, j, k,l} = {1, 2, 3,4}} and 
Q = {EijEjkEml: {i, j, k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4}, m 6 {i, j, k}}. 
Although [PI = 24 and I Ol = 36, both P and Q define Farey partitions of  order 1. 
3. SEQUENCES OF FAREY PARTITIONS 
Let 7~r be an n-dimensional Farey partition of  order r. 
Definition 3.1. The sequence ~ to a (~r ) r= 1 is said be sequence of  Fareypartitions 
if79r+l refines 79r, for all r. 
Next we prove Diophantine properties of  sequences of  Farey partitions. Here all 
propositions are stated under the following assumption. Let (79r)r be a sequence of 
n-dimensional Farey partitions and ~r E ~O r a sequence of  nested simplices, f21 D 
f22 D ..., defined by the matrices Mr = (v(r) l . . .  Iv~(r)). The first lemma describes 
the dynamics of  the partitions. 
Lemma 3.2. Concerning the matrices Mr = (v ( r ) [ . . .  Iw(~r~), we have that, either 
II w(r) II ~ ~,  as r --+ oc, for k = 1 . . . . .  n, or there exist i and s such that Vi (t~ = 
v/S), for all t >~ s, and II V(k r) II --+ eC, as r ~ oo, for all k 7~ i. 
Proof. By the definition of  Farey partition of  order r, 11V(r) [I ~ r < II Vi (r) -~- w(r) II, 
for all i, j , k, i ~ j ,  implying II v(r)II > ~ for at least n - 1 indices k. Thus, as r 
ec, II V(k r) II --+ ~,  for at least n - 1 indices k. 
Let i be fixed. We assume that the sequence (llWi(r)ll)r is bounded. By the 
definition, (vi(r))r is a nondecreasing sequence, thus there exists s such that 
II Vi (r) II = II V[ s~ II, for all r ) s. On the other hand, if there exists t > s such that 
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Vi(t) ¢ Vi (s), again by the definition of  V/(t), there exist j 5~ i and al . . . . .  an E Z+ 
such that Vi (t) = Vi (s) + VS ~) + al V(1 ~) +. . .  + an Vn (s). We conclude 
II Vi (s) l[ = II vi (t) II = ]l vi (s) + 17) s) + al 1/(1 s) + . . .  + an Vn (s) 1[ ~> [I Vi (s~ + V) s) 11 >s  
which contradicts the definition of  Farey partition of  order s. Therefore Vi (t) = Vi (~), 
for a l l t~>s.  [] 
Let r '  > r, the next lemrna hints how the Farey partition 7~r , splits a simplex 
S2 c 7)r. 
Lemma 3.3. Letur = min{llWi (r) -k- v)r)l[: 1 <~ i < j <~n}. Then 
(i) Mt = Mr, for t = r . . . . .  Ur - 1," 
(ii) let i 7~ j, a c Z+ and Wi (ur) = lvi(r) At- aVy ), then a = 0 or 1; 
(iii) there exists an s such that for r >>. s and i = 1 . . . . .  n, either Vi 0'r) = Vi (r), or 
Vi (ur) = Vi (r) + vJr), for some j = j ( r )  ~ i. 
Proof. We fix r and set u = Ur, ~2 = f~r and Vk = V~ (r), for k = 1 . . . . .  n. A nontriv- 
ial partition of  S2 results of  the right multiplication of  Mr by elementary matrices, 
i.e., for t > r, then Mt = Mr or MrEl  "'" Era, where E1 . . . . .  Em are elementary 
matrices. Therefore, if~'t gives a nontrivial partition of~2, there exists ~2' e 7~t, S2' C 
f2, such that the matrix M'  which defines ~I has k] + Vj as a column, where i ¢ j 
and u = II V /+ Vj II. It implies that, i f  Pt defines a nontrivial partition of  ~2, then 
t ~> u. This proves the first claim. 
As g2 c ~r,  ]IV/[[ ~ r < ][Vi + VIII, for i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, i 7~ j ,  thus I[Vi + Vj][ < 
]1Vi + a Vj 1[, for a > 1. This proves the second claim. 
It remains to prove that, for r sufficiently large, V/°') = Vi or there exists j ¢ i 
such that V/(") = Vi + Vj. 
Let W1 . . . . .  W, be a permutation of  V1 . . . . .  Vn such that Wl + ""  + Wk is a 
column-vector of  M, ,  where 2 ~< k ~ n. Therefore J[ W1 + .. .  + Wk [[ ~< u, on the 
other hand, by the definition of  u, we have u ~< [[ Wl + W2 [[ ~< [[ W1 + .-. + Wk ]1, 
since k ~> 2. Again by the definition of  u, [[ W/+ Wj l[ --- u, for all 1 ~< i < j ~< k. 
We assume k ~> 3 and write 
(a:i) w~= , w2= , w~= . 
t 
Let i be such that u = ai q- bi, thus u = ai q- bi ~ ai Jr- bi + Ci ~ [[ W1 -[- W2 Jr- W3 ]1 = u,  
thus ci = 0. Analogously for the indices j, k such that u = aj d- cj = bk + ck, we 
also have bj = ak = O. 
Next we show that i, j , k are pairwise distinct. I f  i = j ,  thus bi = 0 and, 
consequently, [[ W1 J[ < u = ai ~ ][ W11[ which is a contradiction. We conclude that 
i C j  #k~i  andai ,b i ,a j ,c~,b~,ck ~N.  
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Let Vi (") = W1 ÷ . . .  ÷ Wk, where k ~> 2. The column-vector V/(") has at least 
one null entry less than the column-vector V/~r). For j 5~ i the column-vector V~ u) 
has at most the same number of  null entries as V~ r). Therefore M, has at most 
one null entry less than Mr. As the number of  entries is n 2, there exists s such 
that the number of  columns of Ms with a null entry is at most two. On the other 
hand, it is necessary to have at least three columns with null entries in order V/(~) -- 
Wl + ... + Wk. This proves the last claim. [] 
For completeness we state the following corollary. 
Corol lary 3.4. Let s be given by Lemma 3.3, then for r >>. s, u = llr and i = 
1 . . . . .  n, either Vi (~) = Vi (r~, or there exists 1 <~ j <~ n, j ~ i, where II V/(r) ÷ V) r) II = 
u, such that Vi (") ----- Vi (r) ÷ V~ r). Moreover, for at least one index i the last happens. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, for t = r . . . . .  u - 1, Vi (t) = Wi (r), for i = 1 . . . . .  n. Let i ¢ j 
be such that l[ Vi (r) + v(r)[[ = u,  as  "Pu gives a nontrivial partition o f  f2r, the radial 
projection of  V/(s) + V) s) on An-1 is one of the vertices of  P , .  
Let k ¢ l and V2 u) = V2 s) + VI (s) + al V(s) + . . .  + an V~ s), where al . . . . .  an e Z+. 
Thus [1Vk ("~ J[/> [1V(k s) + Vl (s) [[/> u, implying J[ V(~ s) + V/s) 11 = u. We take k = i and 
l= j .  
We assume that there exists 1 ~< k ~< n such that ak > 0. Thus II Vi (") ][ ~> [[ V/(s) + 
Vj (s~ + Vk (s) 11 > u, by Lemma 3.3, which contradicts the definition of;P,.  
We conclude that, for i = 1 . . . . .  n, Vi (") = Vi (r) or V/(r) + V) r), where j ~ i and 
II V/(r) -[- V) r) II = u. [] 
Now we consider the case where a column of  the sequence of  (Mr)r is ulteriorly 
fixed. 
Lemma 3.5. Let t c N, 1 ~ k <~ n and, for all r >~ t, V~ r) = 1/(~ t) and there exists 
v(t) IIV) t) + Vl(t)ll, for all 1 <~ j < l <~ n, j 1 <~ i <. n, i ~ k, such that IIVi (t) ÷ , k II < 
k ¢ l .  Then, fo r r  > t andl = 1 . . . . .  n, l  •k, 
vl(r- 1), otherwise. 
Proof. Without loss of  generality let k = n. Let u = ut and ~ = V/Ct), for i = 
1 . . . . .  n. By the definition of  a Farey partition of  order t, Jl Vi + Vj II > t, for all 
i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, i ~ j .  Let u = rain{ J] V /+ Vn JJ: i = 1 . . . . .  n - 1}, by our hypothesis 
u < [I Vj + Vk II, for 1 ~< j < k ~< n - 1. By Lemma 3.3, we have Mr = Mr, for 
r=t , . . . ,u - -1 .  
Let zr ~ Sn-1 be a permutation such that there exists m < n, where IJ V~i + Vn II = 
u, for i = 1 . . . . .  m, and II V~j + Vn II > u, for j = m + 1 . . . . .  n - 1. We notice that, 
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fo rk  = 1 . . . . .  n - 1, II W~kll < u ~ [IV~k + V, II, thus u < [[V~ri + 2Vnll. We conclude 
that u < ll Vi + Vj + Vk ll, i f  i < j < k. By  Corollary 3.4, as V~") . (~) = vn , the co lumn- 
vectors of  Mu are V, rl + V~ . . . . .  V~rm + V,,, Vzr(m+l~ . . . . .  V~rn. 
Next  we show that the matr ix  M~ satisfies the hypothesis  of  the lemma. Let m < 
n - 1, we have by definit ion v(u)'~r(n-1) = v(t~'~r(n-l~ = V~r(n-1) and Vn ("~ = Vn, thus 
[ v(u) (u) 
.~(~_a) + V~(")ll = [IV~(,_a) + V, ll < llV~i + V~jll <~ [[ " (~)V~r i "b W~r j [1, 
for 1 ~< i < j ~< n - 1. Otherwise m = n - 1 and we have 
IIw  u> + w  >ll = IIw  Jr w ll Itw  + v2 + Vnl[ = IIw  + w2<U> II • 
We have showed that the assumpt ion o f  the lemma holds for all r />  s, by recurrence 
the c la im is proved. [] 
The above lemma says that in the sequence (v ( r ) l . . .  IVn (r~) the kth co lumn is 
ulter ior ly fixed. Next  we obtain that the c la im of  Theorem 1.8 holds in the part icular  
case o f  Lemrna 3.5. 
. V ft) 
Coro l la ry  3.6. Under the assumption o f  Lemma 3.5, ["~r ~'2r = [~}"  
tk  
Proof .  By  Lemma 3.2, at most  one vertex is ulter ior ly fixed, according to 
Lemma 3.5 let cok = vk be the fixed vertex, where Vk = V(k O. Thus by Lemma 3.2, 
for i = 1 . . . . .  n, i ~ k, II Vi (r) II ~ oo, as r ~ oo. By  Lemma 3.5, there exist t 
and a i (r) E N, for i = 1 . . . . .  n, i ~ k, such that ai (r) --+ (X~, as r --+ ~,  and 
Vi (r) = Vi (t) + ai(r) V~ t). As  t is fixed, thus l imr~oe v/~) s(vi(r~-------~ = O)k. [] 
Now we consider the remain ing case. 
Lemma 3.7. Let [I V(r)  II ~ 00, as r --+ ec, for  k = 1 . . . . .  n, then, for  infinitely 
many r, ~ <~ [I V(r) [I ~ r, for  all 1 <. k <~ n. 
Proof .  By  the definit ion of  the Farey part i t ion o f  order r,  II V(k r) II ~ r < II Vi (r) + 
v(r) II, for all i, j ,  k, i ¢ j ,  imply ing II V(k r) II > ~ for at least n -- 1 indices k. For 
s and s impl ic i ty  we assume that, for an s suff iciently large, we have II V~ (~) II < 
llV~(S~ll < ~. fo rk= 1 . . . . .  n -  1. 
For  j = 1 . . . . .  n, II V(r) I[ ~ 00, as r --+ ec,  thus there exists r > s such that, for 
t = s . . . . .  r - 1, V~ (t) = V~ (s~ and V (r) = Wn (s) -1- Vi (r-l), for some 1 ~ i ~< n - 1, by 
Lemma 3.3. We have IIW~(r)ll = r,  as IIW~(r-1) ll = IlWn(S) ll < ~ ~< r@ and IIVi(r)[I > 
r-1 thus II Vi (r) r 2 , II >/ for i = 1, 1. ~, . . . ,n  -- 
We conclude that, for infinitely many r,  ~ ~< II Vk (r~ 11 ~< r,  for k = 1 . . . . .  n. This 
proves the lemma. [] 
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In order to prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.8, we need a technical emma which uses 
norm ][XJI2 = v/X~ +""  +Xn 2, for X = (Xl . . . . .  xn) the Euclidean R ~ 
Lemma 3.8. Let V and W be two vectors in R'~ such that 0 < IlWl[ ~ cllVl[ for 
some constant c > O, then 
V+W V 2 ( 1)-1 W V 2. 
s(-V ~- V¢) s(V) <~ l + ~c s(W) s(V) 
Proof. First we note that since s(V + W) = s(V) + s(W), we have the identity 
V + W V _ s(W) ( W V ) 
s(V + W) s(V) s(V + W) s~)  s(V) 
On the other hand, IlXll ~ s(X) ~ nlIXll for all vector X, so that s(V) >~ [IVl[/> 
[1W [[/c >>. s(W)/nc, which implies the desired inequality since 
(1)1 
s(V+W) <<" 1+~ . 
[] 
We are now ready to establish. 
Proof  of Theorem 1.7. Let f21 D S22 D ... be a sequence of  nested triangles given 
V(r) 
by a sequence of Farey partitions. Let w~ r) = s(@)), 1 ~< k ~< 3, be the vertices of 
~"~r, where 
/vlT) v; |47 
\ 47 
We recall that there exists 1 ~< io ~< 3 such that v (1) 1, for k = 1 2, 3. This i0 k ~ 
implies that, for every r and k = 1, 2, 3, IlVff)ll = .(r) therefore IlV/(r) + r)r)ll = V iok , 
l[ Vi tr) II + II v) r) II, for all i, j .  
The sequence (diameter(~r))r is nonincreasing. We will prove that infinitely 
often the diameters are contracted by a factor bounded by a constant. The diameter 
of a triangle equals its longest side. 
I f  we are under the assumption of  Lemma 3.5, the claim holds according to 
Corollary 3.6. Otherwise, we have that 11 V(k r) [[ --+ 00, as r -+ ec, for k = 1, 2, 3, 
i.e., we are under the hypothesis of  Lemma 3.7. So, for infinitely many r, 
r <-LIv r'll, llv r'll, II ''r',3 II<r. 
We will prove that there is a constant < 1, such that for every such time r, up to time 
4r, the diameter is contracted, by a factor less than the fixed constant, with respect 
to the diameter of  f2r. SO, for every such r, there exists a permutation i, j , k of 
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1, 2, 3, such that u = Ur = II Vg (n + g) r) IL. Therefore at time u the vector-columns are 
Wi (u) = V/(r), V; u, = V; r) -t- Wi (r), V; u, = V; r) "~- Wi (r), or Vi (u) = Vi (r), V; u) = V; r) --k 
Vi (r) , W(k u) = W (r) -t- V~ r) or wi(U) = Wi (r) , V; u) = V; r) -I- Vi (r) , V (u) = Vk (r) • I f  the first 
or the second case occurs, IIV/(r)ll ~< 211w~r) ll and IIV/(r)ll ~< 211w~r) ll, according to 
Lemma 3.8, 
6 tour )lid u)-w u)ll2<  ~llw~ r)-w~r)ll 2 and ]]w} u)-w~")ll2~< ~l[w~ r)- 112, 
as n = 3 and c = 2. Therefore, with respect o time r, the diameter has been 
contracted by a coefficient bounded by a fixed constant. It remains to consider 
case, there we have II v; r) [I ~ II v/(r) II < II V2 r) II < IlV) r) + V, .(r) II. So we the third 
must have that, at the next time after time Ur when a column changes, the columns 
become 
Vi (r) ' v;r) q- Vi (r) ' ~7 (r) Vi (r) Vi (r) i7(r) V; r) 17 (r) "k + or + "k , + Vi (r), "k • 
With respect o time r, in both cases the diameter has been contracted by a 
coefficient bounded by a fixed constant. [] 
4. POINTWISE CONVERGENT SEQUENCE 
We define a sequence of n-dimensional Farey partitions, denoted by Qr and prove 
that it satisfies Theorem 1.8. Our recipe can be used to define others pointwise 
convergent sequences. 
The first partition is associated to every permutation on n letters a ~ Sn 
Q1 = {E~n~(n-1)Eo(n-1)cy(n-2)"" "Ety2tyl([0, 1] n) f-) An- l :  cr E Sn}. 
Figure 1 is the picture 
identity permutation, 
of Q1 in dimension 3. Let A be the matrix associated to the 
1 . . .  0 
A ~  " • " . 
1 . . .  1 
1 . . .  1 
For simplicity, we will consider only the partitions of the subsimplex defined by A, 
the others are obtained by suitable permutations of the coordinates of the vertices 
of those. Let (Vl) 
V = vl 
and W be columns of a matrix AE1 . . .  Era, where every Ei is an elementary matrix, 
then IIVII = Vn/> 1, and therefore IIV + WLI = IIVII + IlWll. 
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The sequence is defined by recurrence. Let Qr be the rth partition and Mr = 
(v(r)[...  I Vn (r)) a matrix which defines a simplex in it. There is only one permutation 
2f = .77; r E an  which arranges the norms of  the columns in ascending order 
II II II II 
= V (r) I rr(i + 1). and if an equality happens, [] V~(~ ) [[ l] ~(i+1) , we take ~'i < 
ix(r) (r) We set u = u(r) = [[ "~l + V~2 [[" At time u, the simplex defined by Mr is 
splitted into two subsimplexes given by matrices whose columns are, respectively, 
V~r ( ) V (r), l/(r) Ix(r) and v (r) IT(r) V (r), v (r) v (r) We recall that 
2 . . . .  ' "Trl -+- 'n '2  ' z r l ,  " z r3 ' ' ' ' ,  "zrl - [ - ' z r2"  
u(r) > r and Mt = Mr, for t = r . . . . .  u - 1. 
In Figures 4 and 5, Q1, ~2 and Q3 are described in dimension 3, restricted to the 
subsimplex defined by the matrix 
A= 1 . 
1 
Proof  Theorem 1.8. For every r, let [2r E Qr and the sequence be nested [21 D 
[22 D .--. Let (V(lr)]... IVan r)) be the matrix which defines ~2r. We consider the se- 
quence :rr 1. I f  there exists t such that zrr 1 = ~rt 1, for every r ~> t, then Theorem 1.8 
reduces to Corollary 3.6. 
We assume that for every t there exists r > t such that 7rr 1 ~ Jrt 1. We write the 
sequence of  times the inequality Zrr 1 ~ :rt 1 happens. Let 
k l= l  and km+t =min{k: k> km,:rrkl T~rrk,,,1}. 
(1,1,1) 
Part i t ion Q1 
Figure 4. 
(0,0,1) 
(0,1,1) 
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• I= ~/= ~/aoj splo q OSle qo!q~ 
II (~(n II 
'u ~ f 't ~ I ~OAO aoj 'Z ~ II (fA II 
oaojo.toql 
~zc b~z/t [i It (t_~)A [1 II (~) .... 
U~22 
II (,_~;A + (t_~;A II I] ,:~,A]I 
£idtu! qo!qA~ '[ -- U ..... E = .~ aOJ '(I + !)az = .~,az 
pu~ Iaz = u, az '~aZ = I;aZ l~ql 0A~q OAt '~aZ = ,az pu~ ~-~az = az 10I ..... C~/'Z~/= ~/JOA 
~2C 
"E ~ [I (~)A II 
d .,¢.IOAO .IOJ ~13q~l poqs!iqmso OA13q oak "spIo q OSle m!e D oql pue 
II .)A II II (t+~) .... 
II.)A + (~)AII II(t+~)AII 
OS!A~0qlo "SplOq tU.mI3 oql uoql '~ = ~+q# SUeOtU 
qo!qax ~ = ,~j! 't+~z = ,z lo I 'os~3 £ue uI "11 o)A + (~)A II > II(~)A II )"" ~ II (C~A II 
~.u i~z gat i.u Ill,All ao II(~)A + (~)AII > II(~'AII ~ "-~ IIo)AII ~ IIo)AII '.rap.to ~u!puoose 
m 'o~ ~oql os!A~aoqm 'o~u~qo mu op smaou oql .~oql!o 'oua.tl 0At.:~no0su03 ql 1V 
II (~)A II 
"12C = ~ pul~ 
• 1 ¢[ 
d LIOAO .~oj '~eq~ otunsse OAk "u ..... I = I .Ioj '[ = H (t).A] [ 0Aeq OA, X = ,t ore.El :IV 
g oJnlt!j 
(tWo) (~'9't) (~'~'t) (~'~'g) (t't't) (t't'0) (~'~'t) (I'I't) 
(V~'o) ~~ 
(~,~,~)=a 
(~'t'o) (z't'o) 
(~To) ,~ (~'t't) 
(t'o'o) (¢o'o) 
We are considering the case where for more than one index 1 ~< i ~< n, the set 
{r: rerl = i} is infinite. Let jl . . . . .  jm be the indices such that the set {r: 7rrl = j} 
is infinite, for j = j l  . . . . .  jm, so 2 <~ m <. n, and, for any other i, the set {r: zcr 1 = i} 
is finite. 
For every r and every j = j l  . . . . .  jm, there exist r2 > rl /> r such that 7rr21 = 
rerl 1 = j and {7rt 1: t = rl . . . . .  r2} = {jl . . . . .  jm}. 
There exists t such that for r ~> t the subsimplexes that the vectors V} r~ . . . . .  V}2 ~ 
define on An-1 are nested, since no remaining vector V/(r~ will be added to one of 
them. Applying Lemma 3.8 to the sequence consisting of  V} r) . . . . .  V} r), we obtain 
that the intersection of  the subsimplexes defined by them has a single point. To the 
remaining vectors  Vi (r) after time t, only vectors among V¢~ ~ . . . . .  --V) r are added to 
them. This proves that ~r  f2r has a single point. Theorem 1.8 is proved. [] 
5. FINITE PARTITIONS 
The n-dimensional Poincar6 algorithm [18,12] uses a finite partition of  An_ 1 which 
generates a sequence of nested partitions, but it can not be defined as a sequence of 
Farey partitions. 
The algorithm is defined by the repeated iteration of  the matrices 
A~ =-  E~rna(n -1)E~r(n -1)a (n -2)  " • " Ecr2crl, where cr 6 Sn. 
Geometrically, the simplex An_l is splitted into n! simplices by the matrices A,,. 
By recurrence ach simplex is partitioned into n! simplices by the same matrices, 
and so on. We call them Poincard partitions. 
We consider a suitable analytical version of  the Poincar6 algorithm. Let X = 
(pl . . . . .  pn) c Z~_ and re be the permutation on n letters which lists pl . . . . .  pn in 
ascending order: pJrl ~< "'" ~< PJrn and if i < j and Pi ~ P j, then zri < rrj. We set 
! 
Pzrl = Prrl and P~i  = Pzr i  - -  PJr(i-l), for i ---- 2 . . . . .  n. Finally we define F(X)  = 
X' ---- (P'I . . . . .  p~). In [12], instead of  F the following analytical version is used: 
(Pl . . . . .  Pn) w-~ (P:rl, PTr2 -- PJrl . . . . .  Pzrn -- prr(n-1)). 
Therefore, they are equal up to a permutation. 
For every m, let Pm C Jr" be finite and define a partition of  An-1 
79m={A([O, 1]n) AAn- l :  AEPm},  
79 we say ( m)m=l is a sequence of  partitions, if 
(i) 79m+1 refines 79m, for every m; 
(ii) the set of  vertices occurring in Um 79m equals {~@SV~: V ~ ~n}. 
Next we give an example of sequences of partitions. 
Lemma 5.1. The Poincar~ partitions define a sequence of  partitions. 
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Proof. We recall that the vertices occurring in the partitions form the set 
oo 
UF-m({e l  .... .  e,,}), 
mm0 
where F is the analytical version of the Poincar6 algorithm. We write Fk(X)  = 
x(k )  . (k) (k)] . . . .  = (Pl . . . . .  Pn ~, for every k ~> 1 For i 1, ., n, the sequence (p}k))k is 
decreasing and has 0 as a lower bound, let gi be its limit. 
Let X = (Pl . . . . .  Pn) ¢ O, we claim that every £i > O, for at most one index i. 
The proof is by absurd. Let i 7~ j. First we assume that ~i < ~j. Let k be sufficiently 
_(k) < ~.j ..~ £i (k) and there large such that p~k) < ~j and ~,j 2-. We conclude that p~k) < PJ 
exists r ¢ j such that 
(k+l) (k) (k), 
Pj = Pj -- Pr 
where p(~) i ~< pCk). We conclude that 
~j ---.-<~ --jD(k+l) ~ pj(k) _ p}k) <~ pj(k) _ ~i < ~j ~- ~ -- ~i = ~-j 2 
which implies ~i = 0. Otherwise ~i = ~j = ~ > 0. Let  k be sufficiently large such 
(k) (k) There exists that p}k, < ~-e and pj  < 3e. For simplicity we assume p~k) <~ PJ . 
r ¢ j such that 
£ <~ PJ-(k+l) = PJ(k) _ p}k) <~ PJ(k) _ p~k) < 2- 
which gives a contradiction. We deduce that ~j > 0 for at most one j. 
Let V c gin, therefore there exists k c N such that Fk(V)  e {e~ . . . . .  en}. This 
establishes that ~v  is a vertex of all partitions of the sequence, but finitely 
many. [] 
By [ 12], the tridimensional Poincar6 algorithm is not weakly convergent. Let X 
A 2 and ~'2 m (X) be a sequence of nested triangles containing X, then, for Lebesgue 
almost every X, 
diameter ( (~  ~m (X)) > 0. 
- -m 
We deduce from Theorem 1.7 that the sequence of Poincar6 partitions is not a 
sequence of Farey partitions. For the dynamical and ergodic properties of the 
algorithm, we refer to [18], Daniels [5], [14], Parry [17], [21-23]. 
Next we compute the diameter of r]m ~m for a given sequence of nested triangles. 
We begin by recalling the definition of the Fibonacci  sequence fk : f -1  = O, fo = 1 
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and fk+l = fk + f k -1 ,  for k ~ Z+. The fractions f k+ l / fk  are the convergents of the 
golden ratio 1/0 = (~/5 + 1)/2. We define Bo = I,  
B I= 1 1 , B2=B1 1 , B2m=B~ n, B2m+I=B2mB1, 
1 1 1 
for m = 1, 2 . . . . .  Let Vk be the first column of Bk, if k is odd, otherwise Vk is the 
second column of Bk. The sequence satisfies the following recurrence formula, for 
k~>l, 
(°°) go = fo , Vl = fl , gk+l = gk + Vk-1 -~ 
f-1 fo 2fl 
thus 
Vk-- fk . 
f k+ ' "+ fl 
The radial projection of Vk on A2, 
A 
fk+l +""  + fl  f k+" '+ fl  
converges to 
(°1) (0:) 1 =03 = , ask--+oo. 
0 + 1 + 0 -2 0-2  0-2 
Thus Nm ~'~m is a segment whose length is 
11(04, 03,0)  -- (0, 0, 1)[12 = 11(04,03, -02) 112 = 02~/04 -~- 02 -[- 1 = 203. 
Another approach to the question is given by computing the eigenvalues of the 
matrix B2: 1, 1 + 0 = 0-1, 1 + 0 - 1 = 0-2. Let X c A2 be the eigenvector associated 
to the largest eigenvalue, 0 -a, i.e., B2X = O-2X, and X = (04, 03, 0). 
We claim that 203 is the largest diameter length occurring in the limit of nested 
triangles. 
The notion of weak convergence plays an important role in the study of the 
ergodic properties of a class of dynamical systems. An orientable interval exchange 
transformation on the unit interval [0, 1) is realized by a permutation ~ c Sn and 
a vector X 6 An_l, so we denote it by T(x,~). A map T(x,c~) is continuous on the 
right, has finitely many discontinuities and preserves the Lebesgue measure. For 
the definition and basic properties of interval exchanges, we refer to Keane [7]. 
In order to study its dynamical and ergodic properties, it was introduced an 
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algorithm known as Rauzy induction [19]. It can defined by a finite sequence of 
partitions [25] which however are not Farey partitions. Let the permutation a be 
irreducible, X c ~X~_l and (~m (X))m be a sequence of nested simplexes containing 
X, f21(X) D f22(X) D .-., obtained by iterating the partitions. For n > 3, there 
are examples of nested sequences such that diameter(/"]m ~2,, (X)) > 0, although 
Am ~'2m (X) is a null Lebesgue measure set. It was proved by [24] that the dimension 
of Am ~'2m (X) is related with the dimension of the positive convex hull generated 
by the invariant measures under T~x,~), in particular, if Nm ~'2m(X) = {X}, then 
T~x,o) is uniquely ergodic, that is, the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1) is the unique 
invariant probability measure under T(x,c~). Masur [10] and Veech [25] proved that 
once an irreducible permutation a is fixed, for Lebesgue almost every X ~ A~_I, 
T(x,~) is uniquely ergodic. Nonergodic minimal interval exchanges are considered 
by Sataev [20], Keane [8] and Masur and Smillie [11]. 
6. .T  2 AND F 2 
Proof  o f  Lemma 1.1. We have U2 C F2. Let A ~ all a12 ],, 21 2  j E F2, A ¢ l. We will 
prove that either AE~21 or AE~I 1 c F2. 
As a l la22 = a12a21 -~- 1 and  aij E Z+, we must have a l l ,  a22 E N, a l la22  > a12a21, 
therefore a l l  > a12 or  a22 > a21. We assume a l l  > a12. If a22 > a21, we  have  
a12a21 q- 1 = al  la22 ~ (a12 q- 1) (a21-1-1) = a12a21 +a12 +a21.  Thus  0 ~< a12 q-a21 ~ 1 
wh ich  implies a12 = 0 or  a21 = 0. Thus  a12a21 = 1, there fore  a l l  = a22 = 1. As  
all > a12 and a22 > a21, we must have a12 - a21 = 0. Since A ~ I, we have a 
contradiction. Thus a21 ~ a22 and AE~ 1 ~ F2. 
{ a22 a21 Otherwise a22 > a21. We notice B = ,a12a, J ~ I'2, B 7 ~ I. We deduce that 
BEll I ~ F2, thus AE~ 1 E F2. 
We set A I = (a.-al2 a12~ .~l_a,~2_ . ,~2j, if AE~11 ~ F2, otherwise set A I = ( alla21 a22_a2 la12-all). By 
recurrence, if A (m) 7~ I, we define the matrix A (re+l) E F2. There are finitely many 
matrices C = (ci j)  E 1~2 such that ¢ij <<. aij, for every i, j .  This implies that, if A ~ I, 
there exist m ~> 1 and Ei E E = {E12, E21}, for 1 ~< i ~< m, such that A = E1 --. Era. 
Let F be the bidimensional Poincar6 algorithm defined in Section 5 and 
(;) 
then we have, for 1 ~< i < m, 
1 Fi (p,q)=Ei+l . . .Em( l  ) and Fm(p,q)=(1 ) .  
This proves that the decomposition given by the Farey tree is unique. Therefore, 
there is a bijection between the vertices of ~2 and P2. Moreover, we have 
established the bijection of the map 
AEF21 ~ A(1)  ~tl 2 1 6 M N 2. 
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Let ( p ) 6 ~,j~2 (-/1~12, then there exists an unique matrix A ---= E al 1 a12 ,j c F2 such that " a21 a22 / 
p al'~ ( qP ) = A ( l )" Therefore ( alt qP ) and (q a2;) belong to the same level of p2. [] \ a21 
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